
CUSTOM HANDMADE CUTLERY CATALOG



This catalog is the next step in a natural progression for Behring Made. I’ve taken a look 
at the knives I’ve made over the years, chose 14 base models, and made you the designer. 
With collaboration in mind, this catalog is designed to offer nearly endless combinations, 
limited only by the imagination. Have fun.
  

JAMES BEHRING

Maker & Owner 



QUALITY HIGH CARBON STEEL - Each blade is hand forged from carefully 
chosen high carbon 01 tool steel or 5160 spring steel.

PROPER GRIND GEOMETRY - Without proper grind geometry even the best 
blades will not reach their potential. The most common problem with blade grinds is 
that often blades are left too thick near the cutting edge making them extremely hard 
to sharpen and poor to cut with even when they “feel” sharp. Each unique Behring 
Made blade is hand ground and honed to make sure every knife holds an edge and 
easily resharpens. 

HANDMADE IN MONTANA - Our shop is located in beautiful Missoula, 
Montana. Inspired by our surroundings, we source many of our natural materials 
locally. Our musk ox is ethically sourced from Alaska. The steel, spacer and guard 
material are produced and purchased from American companies. Our sambar stag 
sheds are sourced through a reputable family business located in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Every sheath is handmade by Jack and Wayne Mosher in Merrill, Michigan. 

WHAT MAKES IT BEHRING MADEETCHED IRONWOOD FIGHTER

The Behring Made Etched Ironwood Fighter features a hammermark blade 
with an aggressive charcoal grey fi nish that accentuates the temper line. 
Paired with a tall nickel silver guard, black, aluminum, brass, and white 
spacers, and a highly contoured desert ironwood grip, it is no surprise that 
this is a favorite around the shop. It comes in a vintage Lawrence style 
strap over guard sheath and is made to order as shown. 

7ʺ BLADE 545$

ETCHED IIRONWOOD FIGHTER

The Behring Made Etched Ironwood Fighter features a hammermark blade 
with an aggressive charcoal grey fi nish that accentuates the temper line. 
Paired with a tall nickel silver guard, black, aluminum, brass, and white 
spacers, and a highly contoured desert ironwood grip, it is no surprise that 
this is a favorite around the shop. It comes in a vintage Lawrence style 
strap over guard sheath and is made to order as shown. 

7ʺ BLADE 545545$
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This catalog features 14 base models that can be fully customized by you. The 
following features are customizable: 

BLADE FINISH  |  GUARD MATERIAL  |  SPACER THEME  |  HANDLE MATERIAL | SHEATH STYLE

Note: Every knife is handmade, one at a time. Since custom knives are one of a kind, handmade, and use natural 
materials, each knife will vary slightly in shape, color, or texture from the samples pictured in this catalog. 
Most of the knives shown carry the “C” stamp to signify they were especially made for the catalog photos. This 
stamp is now retired and will not be used on any knives ordered.

BUILDING A CUSTOM KNIFEDROP POINT HUNTER

Pages 36 to 41 showcase available handle, spacer, guard, sheath tooling and color 
options. Feel free to get creative with your selections since most customizations 
are included in the base price. Furthermore, any of our knife models may be 
customized with any combination of the options shown  in the catalog. If you are 
interested in building a custom non-catalog knife with options or materials that 
are not in the catalog, feel free to inquire.

ALL OF THE KNIVES PICTURED IN THIS CATALOG CAN BE PURCHASED AS THEY ARE SHOWN

While some orders will ship within a month, please allow 3-4 months turnaround 
for all custom knife orders.  

The Behring Made Drop Point is one of the most classic hunting patterns 
made today. It’s elegant lines and profi le accompanied by a hammermark 
fi nish, brass fi ttings, green micarta spacer theme, and a sambar stag carver, 
quite possibly form the perfect all around hunting knife. This knife is made 
to order as shown, and comes in a handmade brown leather pouch sheath.  

5ʺ BLADE 395$

DROP POINT HUNTER

The Behring Made Drop Point is one of the most classic hunting patterns 
made today. It’s elegant lines and profi le accompanied by a hammermark 
fi nish, brass fi ttings, green micarta spacer theme, and a sambar stag carver, 
quite possibly form the perfect all around hunting knife. This knife is made 
to order as shown, and comes in a handmade brown leather pouch sheath.  

5ʺ BLADE 395395$
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TROUT KNIFE

This is the smallest knife we offer and it is a personal favorite. It 
was designed for trout fi sherman and trappers alike. Forged down 
nice and thin with a slight sweep to prep trout, upland birds, or 
waterfowl, this model is truly a lifelong companion. Comes with a 
handmade leather pouch sheath. 

3 1/2” CONVEX BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG HANDLE  |  $295 AS SHOWN

TROUT KNIFE

3 1/2ʺ BLADE 295
BASE PRICE

$
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TROUT & BIRD

Available in 3 blade lengths, this is easily one of our most versatile 
patterns. It is usually the fi rst knife new collectors acquire, and it 
is a favorite choice for gift givers. Perfect for an African Safari, 
dinner at your local steak house, and all your outdoor adventures. 
Comes with handmade leather pouch sheath.  

TROUT & BIRD

4ʺ BLADE

5ʺ BLADE

6ʺ BLADE

295

325

345

BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

$

4” CONVEX BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME WITH MUSK OX ($30)  |  COCOBOLO WOOD HANDLE  |  $325 AS SHOWN

5” CONVEX BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  COPPER GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG CARVER HANDLE  |  $325 AS SHOWN

6” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  FINGER GRIP CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  IVORY MICARTA SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & STAG HANDLE  |  $345 AS SHOWN
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HUNTER

A perfect all around hunting knife, and camp tool. We made this 
knife available in two blade lengths to suit the most particular 
outdoorsman and collector. The Hunter can be ordered in hundreds 
of different combinations, allowing you to create your ideal hunting 
knife. Comes with handmade leather keeper strap sheath.

HUNTER

5ʺ BLADE

6ʺ BLADE

395

425
BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

5” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  GREEN SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER WITH CROWN STAG HANDLE  |  $395 AS SHOWN

6” CONVEX BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  2 MUSK OX SPACERS ($60)  |  MUSK OX CROWS BEAK ($50)  |  $535 AS SHOWN
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WOODCRAFT

Originally designed by Marble Arms in 1915, the Woodcraft 
has been used and collected for nearly a century. This nostalgic 
pattern is available in two distinct sizes and is a great choice for 
the classic woodsman and traditionalist. Comes with handmade 
leather pouch sheath. 

WOODCRAFTWOODCRAFTW

4ʺ BLADE

5ʺ BLADE

365

395
BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

4” CONVEX BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  GREEN SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG CARVER HANDLE  |  $365 AS SHOWN

5” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  YELLOW SPACER THEME  |  YELLOW MICARTA HANDLE  |  $395 AS SHOWN
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BLACKFOOT RIVER FILLETBLACKFOOT RIVER FILLET

Forged and tempered to have some blade fl ex, the Blackfoot Fillet 
will stay sharp to the last fi sh and sharpen up with ease for the 
next day on the river or lake. There are a lot of fi llet knives out 
there, but you may as well have the best. Comes with a handmade 
leather pouch sheath. 

5ʺ BLADE

6ʺ BLADE

7ʺ BLADE

365

385

425

BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

$

6” CONVEX BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  COPPER GUARD  |  YELLOW SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG CARVER HANDLE   |  $385 AS SHOWN
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NESSMUK

Legendary as the knife of choice for George “Nessmuk” Sears, 
it is both unique and highly functional. We have captured the 
spirit of this historical pattern and added our own touch of style. 
This is the carry knife of choice among the Behring Made family. 
Comes with a handmade leather pouch sheath. 

NESSMUK

4 3/4ʺ BLADE 425
BASE PRICE

$

4 3/4“ CONVEX BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX HORN CARVER HANDLE ($100)  |  $525 AS SHOWN
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FIGHTER

Designed to get you out of the worst of situations, the Fighter 
stands up to the test. It is one of our most popular collection 
pieces, especially when outfi tted with a sub hilt guard. This style 
fi ghter was made famous in WWII and is still a highly respected 
choice regardless of how it is put to use. Comes with a handmade 
vintage Lawrence-style sheath.

FIGHTER

7ʺ BLADE

8ʺ BLADE

465

475
BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

8” CONVEX BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER WITH BRASS BUTT HANDLE ($45)  |  $520 AS SHOWN

7” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD WITH SUBHILT ($75)  |  IVORY MICARTA SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG HANDLE  |  $540 AS SHOWN
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ALASKANALASKAN

As patterns evolve after years of design and redesign, our Alaskan 
is a testament to that process. Our Alaskan has developed a serious 
presence in our line due to its superb functionality, and unique 
shape. The Alaskan fi nger grip style choils allow for a choked up 
grip on the blade resulting in excellent overall control. Comes with  
a handmade leather pouch sheath. 

4ʺ BLADE

5ʺ BLADE

365

425
BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

4” CONVEX BLADE  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  IVORY MICARTA SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG CARVER HANDLE  |  $365 AS SHOWN

5” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  BRASS GUARD  |  GREEN MICARTA SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & CROWN STAG HANDLE  |  $425 AS SHOWN
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MISSION KNIFEMISSION KNIFE

Designed for the purist and intended as an all purpose working 
knife. The Mission is a larger alternative to the Trout and Bird, 
and designed as a straight forward cutting tool. This knife is 
an essential piece to every outdoorsman’s gear. Comes with a 
handmade leather pouch sheath. 

5ʺ BLADE

6ʺ BLADE

375

395
BASE PRICE

BASE PRICE

$

$

4ʺ Convex Blade  |  Alaskan Choil  |  Nickel Silver Guard  |  Ivory Micarta Spacer Theme  |  Sambar Stag Carver Handle  |  $430 As Shown

5ʺ Hammermark Blade  |  Alaskan Choil  |  Brass Guard  |  Green Micarta Spacer Theme  |  Leather & Crown Stag Handle  |  $425 As Shown

6” CONVEX BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD WITH SUBHILT ($75)  |  GREEN SPACER THEME  |  GREEN MICARTA HANDLE  |  $470 AS SHOWN

5” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME WITH MUSK OX ($30)  |  LEATHER & CROTCH STAG HANDLE  |  $405 AS SHOWN
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MONTANA SKINNERMONTANA SKINNER

The Montana Skinner bridges the gap between our Hunter and 
Mission knife, and completes the trifecta of these traditional 
models. Sized perfectly for all hunting applications and small 
enough to carry on the belt, this skinner truly brings balance to 
the line up. This is a great choice to add to the collection, and a 
perfect introductory knife for aspiring knife enthusiasts. Comes 
with a handmade leather keeper strap sheath.

4 1/2ʺ BLADE 375
BASE PRICE

$

4 1/2” CONVEX BLADE  |  ROUNDED CHOIL  |  BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME WITH MUSK OX ($30)  |  MUSK OX HORN TIP ($100)  |  $505 AS SHOWN

4 1/2” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  COPPER GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & STAG CROWS BEAK HANDLE  |  $375 AS SHOWN
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BOOT KNIFEBOOT KNIFE

While easily concealed, this knife will be one that you will want 
everyone to see. The classic symmetrical design and proportionate 
lengths of this knife makes it distinctly appealing. Comes with a 
handmade leather belt clip sheath, designed to be worn in your 
boot, on your belt, on your vest, or on your pack. 

4ʺ BLADE 375
BASE PRICE

$

4” DOUBLE EDGE BLADE  |  COPPER GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  BLACK MICARTA HANDLE   |  $375 AS SHOWN
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SOUTHWEST BOWIE

This classic Bowie embodies the spirit of the West from a time 
when your livelihood depended on the quality of the knife you 
carried. From building shelters to prepping dinner at elk camp, 
this Bowie does it all with ease and style. Comes with a custom 
s-guard sheath with keeper strap.

SOUTHWEST BOWIE

8ʺ BLADE 795
BASE PRICE

$

8” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  BRASS S-GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG CARVER HANDLE WITH THONG HOLE  |  $795 AS SHOWN
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CAMP KNIFECAMP KNIFE

This is the largest knife we offer and it truly has a presence. We 
struck a balance between shear heft and incredible comfort in 
hand. This nostalgic pattern was made famous by maker William 
Scagel in the early part of the 20th century. Comes in a handmade 
leather keeper strap sheath. 

10ʺ BLADE 895
BASE PRICE

$

10” HAMMERMARK BLADE  |  CUT CHOIL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & CROWN STAG HANDLE   |  $895 AS SHOWN
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PACK AXEPACK PACK P AXE

Our hand forged Camp Axe is a well balanced work of functional 
art designed to fi t into or outside a pack. Every axe is forged from 
3/8" stock for a solid feel, and a perfect head weight to make quick 
work of any situation. Comes with a handmade leather head cover 
sheath with belt loop. 

12ʺ OVERALL 645
BASE PRICE

$

12” OVERALL  |  NICKEL SILVER GUARD WITH SUBHILT ($75) |  GREEN SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & CROWN STAG HANDLE   |  $720 AS SHOWN
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

KNIFE COMPONENTS DIAGRAM

1 | CUTTING EDGE   2 | CLIP   3 | HAMMERMARK   4 | CHOIL 5 | GUARD    6 | SPACERS   7 | SUBHILT  8 | PIN   9 | HANDLE
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1 | BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX SPACER ($30)  |  MUSK OX TINE HANDLE ($100) 4 | NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  GREEN SPACE THEME  |  LEATHER & CROWN STAG HANDLE

2 | NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX HORN CARVER HANDLE ($100) 5 | COPPER GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & STAG CROWS BEAK HANDLE

3 | BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX SPACERS ($60)  |  LEATHER & MUSK OX CROWS BEAK HANDLE ($50) 6 | BRASS GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX SPACER ($30)  |  LEATHER & CROTCH STAG HANDLE WITH THONG HOLE

2.1. 3. 4. 5. 6.

HANDLE, SPACER & GUARD OPTIONS 
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7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

HANDLE, SPACER & GUARD OPTIONS (CONT.) 
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10 | BRASS GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  MUSK OX SPACER ($30)  |  COCOBOLO WOOD HANDLE

11 | BRASS GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  LEATHER & BRASS BUTT ($45) HANDLE

12 | BRASS SOUTHWEST BOWIE S-GUARD  |  MAROON SPACER THEME  |  SAMBAR STAG HANDLE WITH THONG HOLE 

7 | NICKEL SILVER GUARD WITH SUBHILT ($75)  |  GREEN SPACER THEME  |  GREEN MICARTA HANDLE

8 | COPPER GUARD  |  BLACK SPACER THEME  |  BLACK MICARTA HANDLE

9 | NICKEL SILVER GUARD  |  YELLOW SPACER THEME  |  YELLOW MICARTA HANDLE



SHEATH TOOLING & COLOR OPTIONS

1 | BLACK FLORAL POUCH ($45)    2 | BROWN PIGSKIN POUCH   3 | BROWN BASKET WEAVE POUCH ($20)   4 | BROWN SMOOTH POUCH 5 | BROWN KEEPER STRAP SHEATH    6 | BROWN CATTAIL POUCH ($20)   7 | BLACK BOOT CLIP SHEATH  8 | BLACK BASKET WEAVE VINTAGE LAWRENCE STYLE SHEATH ($20)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR KNIFE

High carbon steel, while providing a superior cutting edge, does stain if exposed to 
prolonged moisture or acidic elements such as fruit. Treat your knife to a nice layer of 
gun oil after use or handling. Storing your knife out of the sheath and in a low humidity 
environment is recommended.

If needed, you may send your knife back to us, and we will re-fi nish any imperfections 
that may occur during normal use. Depending on the severity of the damage, re-fi nishing 
charges may occur. Customer is also responsible for postage and handling fees.   

For more information about Behring Made, or to see more of our knives, visit:

www.BEHRINGMADE.com

ONLINE - Visit www.behringmade.com and navigate to the “Build Your Own” section 
of the website to fully customize the knife of your choice. Also visit the “Online Store” 
section to see custom knives available for immediate delivery. Custom knives may also be 
ordered through the “Archives” pages.
 
BY PHONE - If you would like to speak with us directly, feel free to place your order by 
calling the shop at (406) 926-1193. 

BY EMAIL - You may simply send your order request to behringmadeknives@gmail.com. 

BY MAIL - Included with each catalog is a custom knife order form. Fill out the form 
by selecting your desired model(s) and options. Mail your form to: P.O. Box 17317, 
Missoula, MT 59808. Th e order form may also be downloaded from our website.

PAYMENT OPTIONS - We accept all major credit cards, PayPal, check, money order, 
and cash. Payment is due in full upon placing order. You may call your credit card 
information in to (406) 926-1193. All other payments may be mailed to:
P.O. Box 17317 Missoula, MT 59808. Please include $10 for shipping and handling. 
Once payment is received, you will receive a confi rmation by phone or email.

ORDERING YOUR KNIFE
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PHOTOGRAPHY: CHRIS CHAPMAN

www.chrischapmanphotography.net

LAYOUT & DESIGN: DUSTIN MILLARD

www.dustinmillard.com

ABOUT THE MAKER

James Behring was born in Detroit, Michigan but grew 
up in rural Ray Township, Michigan playing in the 
woods bow hunting, fi shing, and skeet shooting. As a boy 
he was taught by his father to hunt and fi sh on the lakes 
and forests of Northern Michigan and later the Upper 
Peninsula. Th e Behring Family had a hunting camp 
in the U.P., where James would spend much of his fall 
months. Also an avid fi sherman, he discovered early in 
life the serenity to be found while alone in the forest or on 
a lake, or in a stream.

Nature is the touchstone of James’ life and work, and 
though he often fi nds himself travelling to major cities he 
chooses to live and work in beautiful Missoula, Montana.

www.BEHRINGMADE.comwww.BEHRINGMADE.com



P.O. BOX 17317 MISSOULA, MONTANA 59808  •  (406) 926-1193

www.BEHRINGMADE.com


